Palmer Box 1 (1907) RG 01.03.01

1) Palmer – Applications for admission 1907 (A-B)
   − As labeled to Moore and Palmer with replies
2) Palmer – Applications for admission 1907 (C-F)
   − As labeled to Moore and Palmer with replies
3) Palmer – Application for admission 1907 (G-H)
   − As labeled to Moore and Palmer with replies
4) Palmer – Application for admission 1907 (J-L)
   − As labeled to Moore and Palmer with replies
5) Palmer – Applications for admission 1907 (M)
   − As labeled to Moore and Palmer with replies
6) Palmer – Application for admission 1907 (N-P)
   − As labeled to Moore and Palmer with replies

Palmer Box 2 (1907) RG 01.03.02

1) Palmer applications for admission 1907 (R-S)
   − As labeled to Moore and Palmer with replies
2) Palmer applications for admission 1907 (T)
   − As labeled to Moore and Palmer with replies
3) Palmer applications for admission 1907 (U-Z)
   − As labeled to Moore and Palmer with replies
Palmer Box 3 (1907-1908) RG 01.03.03

1) Palmer – (Buildings etc.) 1907
   - Correspondence to and from Palmer and Moore regarding construction projects; Document (October 18, 1907) from Palmer requesting increase in legislative appropriation with justifications
2) Misc. 1907
   - One student schedule
3) Admission applications 1907 A-D
   - Forms
4) Admission applications 1907 E-M
   - Forms
5) Admission Applications 1907 N-Z
   - Forms
6) Palmer correspondence 1908 Latin Department
   - Letter from Palmer to Alumnae requesting assistance in recruiting; correspondence regarding vacancy in Latin Department

Palmer Box 4 (1907-1908) RG 01.03.04

1) 1907 Moore-Palmer-Board of Trustees (esp. Building Committee)
   - Correspondence regarding state funding for construction, revenue from lands, balance sheets 1906-1907; Letter from Virgil Bouldin to Sol Bloch regarding change in name of school (June 27, 1907)
2) Palmer/Alston 1908
   - Correspondence with Judge A.H. Alston, member of Board of Trustees some dealing with dismissal of a teacher, Miss McAlpine, and related matters
3) Student schedules 1907-1908
   - As labeled
4) Schedules 1907-1908 (A-Z) 1
   - As labeled
5) Schedules 1907-1908 (A-Z) 2
   - As labeled
6) Schedules 1907-1908 (A-Z) 3
1) Palmer/John, Sam Will Also: Sketch of floor plan of President’s home which later burned
   - Correspondence between Palmer and John. Most regarding construction projects
2) Palmer – Letters of Applications for positions – Art
   - As labeled; also some correspondence about dorm room assignments
3) Palmer – Applications for Emp-Biology
   - As labeled; also other miscellaneous correspondence
4) Palmer – Gymnasium
   - Also correspondence regarding faculty position in physical culture
5) Moore – Pianos and music
   - Purchase and tuning correspondence
6) Palmer – Cower W. Yerby (Board member)
   - Miscellaneous correspondence
7) Palmer-Moore “Seniors (Class pins, Glomerata)
   - As labeled
8) Palmer/Moore – Society for the Promotion of Industrial Education
   - Regarding convention in Atlanta- includes correspondence with Booker T. Washington
9) Palmer – YWCA
   - Regarding YWCA organization on campus
10) Palmer-Moore – Music
    - Correspondence regarding faculty positions
11) Palmer-Haralson (Board of Trustees)
    - Miscellaneous
12) Palmer – Forms and form letters
    - As labeled including letter from Moore after being appointed President ProTem
Palmer Box 6 (1908-1909) RG 01.03.06

1) Palmer-Moore Miscellaneous correspondence, mostly applications for positions
   - As labeled
2) Palmer 1908 Applications of Faculty, etc.
   - As labeled
3) Palmer-Nurse – appointment for position
   - As labeled
4) Palmer – “Private Security”
   - As labeled, stenographer
5) Palmer 1908 – oratory applications, etc.
   - As labeled
6) Palmer 1908 – Letters of Application- stenograph, etc.
   - Faculty position; also correspondence related to switch board equipment for telegraphy department.
7) Palmer – English (Applications, etc.)
   - As labeled
8) Palmer – Domestic Art and Science Department
   - Faculty applications, etc.
9) Palmer-Moore – Domestic Art
   - Primarily Faculty Applications, etc.
10) Palmer – Housekeeper/Matron
    - Employment correspondence
11) Palmer – Austill
    - Correspondence with Judge H. Austill, member of Board of Trustees
12) Palmer correspondence with Sol Blocj
    - As labeled
Palmer Box 7 (1908-1909) RG 01.03.07

1) Palmer – Mr. Graham Insurance 1908/1909
   Correspondence with M.A. Graham, Board Member
2) Palmer Layman Missionary Movement
   Correspondence as labeled, a body within the Alabama Baptist Convention. Not related to AGIS Palmer was President of this group.
3) Palmer 1908-1909 – Correspondence with Mallory H.D.
   As labeled; Mallory was a Board Member
4) Palmer – Buildings, Land, Etc.
   Board resolutions, contracts, financial reports; copy of US Senate Bill S2768 to grant lands to AGIS and Tuskegee Institute; payroll, student records
5) Palmer – Bouldin, Virgil (Trustee)
   Resolutions
6) Palmer/Moore to county septs 1909
   Requesting lists of best teachers
7) Palmer 1909 Gunnels
   Correspondence with H.C. Gunnels, State Superintendent of Education
8) Palmer J.T. Mangom Correspondences 1909
    Board Member
9) Palmer/Moore Physicians
    Student Medical Correspondence
10) Moore/1909 Printing
    Annual, Bulletin, Stationery

Palmer Box 8 (1909-1910) RG 01.03.08

1) 1909-1910 Business Correspondence A-C
   As labeled
2) 1909-1910 Business Correspondence D-Z?
   As labeled
3) 1909-1914 Palmer invoices, etc. Personal A-L??
   Receipts, Professionally-related personal correspondence
Palmer Box 9 (1910-1911) RG 01.03.09

1) 1910-1911 Palmer Personal A-L
   Personal correspondence, some with professional connections, references, etc.
2) 1910 Palmer (Business) K-Z
   Correspondence regarding purchases for college
3) 1910 Palmer-Trustees
   Handwritten minutes of Board of Trustees meeting, May 13, 1919 (2 different copies); Committee reports, etc.

Palmer Box 10 (1910-1912) RG 01.03.10

1) 1910-1911 Palmer (personal) M-Z
   Misc. personal correspondence
2) 1911-1912 Palmer Ka-Lu
   General Correspondence

Palmer Box 11 (1911-1917) RG 01.03.11

1) 1911-1917 Palmer A-L
   Misc. Correspondence
2) 1911-1917 M
   Misc. Correspondence
3) 1911-1917 Palmer N-Z thus Owen letters, rehist. Of buildings.
   Misc. correspondences including inquiries from Thomas W. Owen, Director, Alabama Director of Archives and History, regarding buildings and publications
4) 1911-1918 Patterson (Indos. Arts) + Home Economics Assn.
   Correspondence to and from Martha Patterson, Head of Home Art Department regarding curricula for Domestic Art and Domestic Science in High Schools
Palmer Box 12 (1911-1912) RG 01.03.12

1) 1911 Patterson
   Notes, Lectures, Proceedings, Notebooks belonging to Martha Patterson, Head of
   Home Art Department

2) 1911 Palmer Trustees
   Minutes of Board of Trustees meeting May 20, 1911, related materials; minutes of
called meetings in the Governors office, January 12, 1911, January 27, 1911

3) 1911-1912 Palmer A
   Misc. Correspondence

4) 1911-1912 Palmer Ba-Bi
   Misc. Correspondence

Palmer Box 13 (1911-1912) RG 01.03.13

1) 1911-1912 Palmer Bl-Br
   General institutional correspondence; extensive correspondence with Sol Bloch

2) 1911-1912 Palmer Correspondence C-Ch
   Same as above

3) 1911-1912 Palmer Correspondences Cl-Co
   Same as above

4) 1911-1912 Palmer Correspondence Cr-Cz
   Same as above

Palmer Box 14 (1911-1912) RG 01.03.14

1) 1911-1912 Palmer Da-Di (Some C’s misfiled)
   General institutional correspondence

2) 1911-1912 Palmer Do-E
   Same as above

Palmer Box 15 (1911-1912) RG 01.03.15

1) 1911-1912 Palmer Fa-M
   Misc. institutional correspondence

2) 1911-1912 Palmer N-O
   Same as above

3) 1911-1912 Palmer P-Q
   Same as above
Palmer Box 16 (1911-1912) RG 01.03.16

1) 1911-1912 Palmer correspondences R
   Misc. correspondence - prospective students, faculty, business matters
2) 1911-1912 Palmer correspondences Sa-Sl
   Same as above
3) 1911-1912 Palmer Sm-Sta
   Same as above
4) 1911-1912 Palmer Ste-T
   Same as above

Palmer Box 17 (1911-1912) RG 01.03.17

1) 1911-1912 Palmer U-Wa
   Correspondence regarding procurement of uniforms
2) 1911-1912 Palmer We-Z
   General correspondence
3) 1911-1912 Palmer (personal) A-L
   Misc. receipts, correspondence regarding conduct of Joe Bibb in attempting to
   speak with a student by telephone

Palmer Box 18 (1911-1913) RG 01.03.18
Bills, Advertisements, Newspapers (In very poor condition)

1) Palmer 1911-1913 #1
   Receipts, other business correspondence – in deteriorating condition
2) Palmer 1911-1913 #2
   Same as above
Palmer Box 19 (1912-1913) RG 01.03.19

1) 1912-1913 Wills A-K
   Financial records and correspondence to and from E.H. Wills, Purchasing Agent
2) 1912-1913 Wills L-Z
   Same as above

Palmer Box 20 (1912-1913) RG 01.03.20

1) 1912-1913 Palmer (Personal) M-Z
   Misc. correspondence and receipts
2) 1912-1913 Invoices-Receipts
   As labeled

Palmer Box 21 (1912-1913) RG 01.03.21

1) 1912-1913 Palmer A-B, Bloch;
   Extensive financial correspondence with Sol Bloch
2) 1912-1913 Palmer Faculty Appts and Board of Trustees correspondences C-J
   As labeled
3) 1912-1913 Palmer M-N
   General correspondence including extensive correspondence with H.S.D. Mallory
   regarding malaria and food quality
4) 1912-1913 Palmer O-Z
   Extensive correspondence with Governor Emmet O’Neal; Several letters from Dr.
   D.L. Wilkinson regarding malaria
Palmer Box 22 (1912-1913) RG 01.03.22

1) 1912 – Palmer – Trustees
   Handwritten Board resolutions and minutes; Presidents report to Governor and Board for 1911-1912, May 21, 1912
2) 1912-1913 Palmer A-L
   Two papers/speeches prepared by Palmer – “Our Public Schools as Preparatory Schools for Practical Life” and “Definition of a College”; Primarily personal correspondences
3) 1912-1913 Palmer M-Z
   Primarily personal correspondence; letter related to remarks allegedly made by Rev F.M. Mathews about students at Montevallo

Palmer Box 23 RG 01.03.23
1913-1915 Trustees, letters T-Z, Invoices
1913-1917 letter with W.T. Warren

1) Palmer invoices, etc. 1913-1914
   As labeled
2) 1913-1917 Palmer/W.T. Warren
   Correspondences with W.T. Warren, Architect regarding design and building of the Domestic Science Building
3) 1913-1914 A few scattered letters T-Z
   As labeled; includes correspondence regarding a bronze plaque reading “Peterson Hall”
4) 1913 Palmer – Trustees
   Handwritten Board Minutes – Presidents report to Governor and Board regarding 1912-1913 academic year, May 19, 1913
5) 1914 Palmer – Trustees
   Correspondence with Board members; handwritten board minutes
6) 1914-1915 – Palmer
   General correspondence
Palmer Box 24 (1914-1915) RG 01.03.24
Bloch, 1915 Trustees, 1915-1916 A-L

1) 1914-1915 Palmer (Bloch Hall equipment) Part 1
   As labeled
2) 1914-1915 Palmer (Bloch Hall Equipment) Part 2
   As labeled
3) 1914-1915 Palmer (Bloch Hall equipment) Part 3
   As labeled
4) 1914-1915 Palmer – Trustees (r.e. Dr. Wilkinson)
   Letters in support of retaining Dr. Wilkinson as college physician amid discussion
   of replacing him; report to Governor and Board of Trustees for 1914-1915;
   Handwritten Board minutes May 18, 1915, including actions related to replacing
   Dr. Wilkinson
5) 1915-1916 Palmer A-L
   Correspondence related to legislature’s actions – other misc. correspondences

Palmer Box 25 (1915-1919) RG 01.03.25
Personal Business Correspondence

1) 1915-1919(?) Palmer personal business correspondence A-C
   Primarily personal correspondence, household bills
2) 1915-1919(?) Palmer personal business correspondence P-L
   Same as above
3) 1915-1919(?) Palmer personal business correspondence M-Z
   Same as above
Palmer Box 26 (1915-1922) RG 01.03.26
1915-1916 Wilkinson Letters
1915-1922 Wills

1) 1915-1921 Palmer
   Misc. correspondence – Business related
2) 1915-1922 Wills
   Correspondence to and from E.H. Wills, Purchasing Agent; related documents
3) 1915-1916 Wilkinson Letters A-Z
   Misc. correspondence including employment of a preacher for Palmer’s church; other personal correspondence with relatives, letter and resolution from Faculty and students to Julia Tutwiler related to her illness, February 4, 1916 – Extensive corres. supporting retention of Dr. Wilkinson as college physician

Palmer Box 27 (1916-1917) RG 01.03.27

1) Presidential Reports 1916-1917, Bloch reports sales of school bonds 1917
2) Summer school 1916, enrollment stats
3) Summer school 1917
4) Personal correspondence; Business correspondence 1916-1918
5) Business correspondence 1913-1917

Palmer Box 28 (1916-1917) RG 01.03.28

1) Board of Trustees – History of first twenty years in report 1916
2) Correspondence – regarding Educational Amendment I 1916
3) Dairy/Farm Inventory 1916-1917
4) Presidential reports and related reports 1916-1917
5) General Papers – mileage reports, business correspondence, laundry, pipes, organs, etc.
Palmer Box 29 (1916-1918) RG 01.03.29 (Box 1 of 3)

1) Correspondence with local principles, letters applying for principal positions in public schools 1916-1917
2) General correspondence 1917-1918
3) Personal correspondence 1917-1918
4) Personal correspondence 1917-1918
5) Board Meeting 1917
6) Papers, correspondence with Board of Trustees 1916

Palmer Box 30 (1916-1918) RG 01.03.30 (Box 2 of 3)

(any missing folders have been moved to RG 01.03.43 for better preservation purposes)

1) Summer school 1916 Moved to RG 01.03.43
2) Correspondence with newspapers about Montevallo school add 1916-1917
3) Summer school 1917
4) Correspondence with John Ashcroft 1917-1918 correspondence regarding old margarine and butter
5) Business and personal correspondence 1917-1918
6) Correspondence with students and parents, same as general

Palmer Box 43 (1916-1918) RG 01.03.43 (Box 3 of 3)

1) Summer school 1916 (Palmer – 1st S.S.)
2) Palmer Summer School 1916 correspondence A-M (1 of 2)
3) Palmer Summer School 1916 correspondence A-M (2 of 2)
4) Palmer 1917 A-L correspondence (1 of 2)
5) Palmer 1917 A-L correspondence (2 of 2)
6) Summer School 1917 K-Z
Palmer Box 31 (1917-1919) RG 01.03.31
Palmer Correspondence 1917-1919; Board of Trustees 1918-1919

1) Palmer correspondence A-K 1918-1919
   Personal correspondence
2) Palmer correspondence L-Z 1918-1919
   Same as above
3) Palmer correspondence, concerts and lectures 1917-1919
   As labeled
4) Palmer correspondence Dairy 1917-1919
   Correspondence and accounts
5) Palmer, Moving Picture Machine, 1918-1919
   As labeled
6) Board of Trustees 1918-1919
   Report to Governor and Board of Trustees, May 5, 1919; Financial report to
   Governor and Board of Trustees, May 23, 1919

Palmer Box 32 (1917-1919) RG 01.03.32
Correspondence A-C

1) Palmer correspondence, A, 1917-1919 (1 of 2)
   General correspondences; copy of Board resolution regarding establishment of
   full four year school and discontinuance of high school courses
2) Palmer correspondence, A, 1917-1919 (2 of 2)
   Same as above
3) Palmer correspondence, B, 1917-1919 (1 of 4)
   Same as above
4) Palmer correspondence, B, 1917-1919 (2 of 4)
   Same as above
5) Palmer correspondence, B, 1917-1919 (3 of 4)
   Same as above
6) Palmer correspondence, B, 1917-1919 (4 of 4)
   Correspondence related to AGTI credit allowed at the University of Alabama;
   other general correspondence
7) Palmer correspondence, C, 1917-1919
   General correspondence
Palmer Box 33 (1917-1919) RG 01.03.33
Correspondence D-M

1) Palmer correspondence, D, 1917-1919
   General correspondence including extensive correspondence with Pres. George
   Denny of University of Alabama
2) Palmer correspondence, E, 1917-1919
   General correspondence
3) Palmer correspondence, G, 1917-1919
   General correspondence
4) Palmer correspondence, H, 1917-1919 (1 of 2)
   Same as above
5) Palmer correspondence, H, 1917-1919 (2 of 2)
   Same as above
6) Palmer correspondence, K, 1917-1919
   Same as above
7) Palmer correspondence, L-M, 1917-1919
   Same as above
8) Palmer correspondence, M, 1917-1919

Palmer Box 34 (1917-1928) RG 01.03.34
Wills/Palmer

1) Budgets, business documents, business correspondence (Wills) 1918
2) Business letter, Governmental letters, general correspondence (Palmer) 1917-1918
3) Letters about Dairy and milking machines 1917-1918 (Palmer)
4) Wills correspondence (1923-1928) business letters, letters to government officials,
   general correspondence
5) Wills correspondence (1923-1928) business letters, letters to State Government officials
6) Wills correspondence (1923-1928) business letters, general correspondence
1) Bloch land correspondence 1920s (from McWilliams Box)  
   Part 1 of 2 – Extensive correspondence with Sol Bloch, land commissioner of the  
   ACTICW, regarding lands owned by the institution  
2) Bloch land correspondence 1920s (from McWilliams box)  
   Part 2 of 2 – same as above  
3) Lawson, Olivia 1920s–early 1930s (Education)  
   Records and correspondence kept by Olivia Lawson, Assistant Professor of  
   Education; supervision records, observations of student teachers, student test  
   scores  
4) Palmer correspondence A-M 1919-1922  
   As labeled, primarily related to teacher training  
5) Palmer, Applications for positions, 1920, A-Ra  
   As labeled  
6) Palmer, Applications for positions, 1920, Ro-W  
   As labeled  
7) Palmer, Correspondence, A-F, 1920  
   As labeled, primarily related to summer school  
8) Palmer vocational education correspondence, 1917-1918 (1 of 2)  
   As labeled, extensive papers, pamphlets, etc. related to general topic of vocational  
   education  
9) Palmer vocational education correspondence, 1917-1918 (2 of 2)  
   Same as above  
10) Palmer vocational education 1918-1919  
    Same as above  
11) Palmer Home Economics correspondence, 1919-1920 (1 of 2)  
    As labeled  
12) Palmer Home Economics correspondence, 1919-1920 (2 of 2)  
    Includes copies of and correspondence related to federal legislation; papers  
    related to Alabama Home Economics Association  
13) Bloch-Personal Correspondence 1919-1920 (1 of 3)  
    Business correspondence, receipts, invoices, etc.
Palmer Box 35 (1917-1920) RG 01.03.35 (Finding Aide 2 of 2)
Presidential Papers; Personal Papers

14) Bloch-Personal Correspondence 1919-1920 (2 of 3)
   Same as above
15) Bloch-Personal Correspondence 1919-1920 (3 of 3)
   Same as above; includes personal correspondence with brothers Herbert and Jake
16) Board of Trustees 1919-1920
   Minutes, reports to Governor Kilby, Financial reports, salary lists
17) Palmer correspondence, 1917-1918 (2)
   Insurance correspondence
18) Palmer (applications, etc.) Summer School 1920 (1 of 2)
   As labeled
19) Palmer (applications, etc.) Summer School 1920 (2 of 2)
   As labeled
20) Palmer correspondence (applications for positions) 1920-1921 A-C
   As labeled
21) Palmer 1920 G-Z
   Primarily related to Summer School

Palmer Box 36 (1917-1920s) RG 01.03.36
Presidential Papers; Palmer Correspondence, 1917-1919, 1919-1920s;
Bloch Correspondence, 1917-1919; Applications for positions, 1923
(Listed back to front)

1) Palmer Correspondence, list of high school graduates, 1923
2) Board of Trustees, 1923-1924
3) Palmer Correspondence, I-M, 1919-1920
4) Palmer Correspondence, D-H, 1919-1920
5) Palmer Correspondence, A-C, 1919-1920
6) Palmer Personal Correspondence 1917-1918 (1)
7) Bloch Personal Correspondence 1916-1919 (4 of 4)
8) Bloch Personal Correspondence 1916-1919 (3 of 4)
9) Bloch Personal Correspondence 1916-1919 (2 of 4)
10) Bloch Personal Correspondence 1916-1919 (1 of 4)
11) Applications for positions 1924
12) 7 folders containing applications for positions 1923
    (More detailed list in box)
Palmer Box 37 (1916-1919) RG 01.03.37 (Finding Aide 1 of 2)
Presidential papers; Home Economics Conference 1916, 1917, 1918; Summer School 1919; Board of Trustees, 1919

1) Palmer Home Economics Convention, 1916 (1 of 2)
   As labeled
2) Palmer Home Economic Convention, 1916 (2 of 2)
   As labeled
3) Palmer Home Economics Convention, 1917 (1 of 2)
   As labeled
4) Palmer Home Economics Convention, 1917 (2 of 2)
   As labeled
5) Palmer Home Economics Conference, 1918 (1 of 2)
   As labeled
6) Palmer Home Economics Conference, 1918 (2 of 2)
   As labeled
7) Palmer Summer School, N-R, 1919
   As labeled
8) Palmer Summer School, S-Z, 1919
   As labeled
9) Palmer Board of Trustees Report 1919
   As labeled
1) Carmichael Correspondence, Extension work, 1923-1924
   Correspondence and records related to extension courses and Bible lectures
2) Carmichael Correspondence, Extension courses, Bible lectures
   1923-1924 (1); Texts of 25 “Radio-Newspaper Bible Course” lectures, lectures I-XXV
3) Carmichael Correspondence Extension courses, Bible lectures 1923-1924
   Text of 35 lectures as above, lectures VVVI-LX, related correspondences
4) Carmichael Correspondence, Exchange Club, 1923-1924 (1 of 3)
   Related to Montevallo Exchange Club
5) Carmichael Correspondence, Exchange Club, 1923-1924 (2 of 3)
   Same as above
6) Carmichael Correspondence, Exchange Club, 1923-1924 (3 of 3)
   Same as above
7) Carmichael Correspondence, A-C, 1925-1926
   General Correspondence
8) Carmichael Correspondence, D-L, 1925-1926
   Same as above
9) Carmichael 1925-1929 M-Z
   Same as above
1) Palmer Summer School, A-F, 1917-1918  
Related Correspondence
2) Palmer, Summer School, G-M, 1917-1918  
Same as above
3) Summer School, A-J, 1918  
Same as above, includes commencement program for July 14, 1918
4) Palmer, Summer School, K-Z, 1918  
Same as above
5) Palmer Summer School, N-Z, 1917-1918  
Same as above
6) Summer School Misc. 1918  
Same as above
7) Palmer – Applications for positions, A-R, 1919  
As labeled
8) Palmer – Applications for positions, S-Z, 1919  
Same as above
9) Summer School, A-E, 1923  
Includes employment correspondence to and from Carmichael
10) Summer School, F-Z, 1923  
Same as above
11) Summer School, L-O, 1923  
Same as above
12) Summer School, P-S, 1923  
Same as above
13) Summer School, T-Z, Misc. 1923  
Same as above
14) Applications for Summer School, A-G, 1924  
As labeled

RG 01.03.38 (Finding Aide 2 of 2)

15) Applications for Summer School, H-M, 1924  
As labeled
16) Applications for Summer School, P-Z, 1924  
As labeled
17) Applications for Admission, K-Z, 1923  
As labeled
1) Palmer Invoices – Orders 1920
   As labeled
2) Board of Trustees 1920-1921
   Report to Governor Kilby and Board of Trustees, May 20, 1921 – describes
   progress toward four-year status, fire that destroyed President’s home;
   Handwritten resolutions, including establishing committee to proceed with
   building a new library and President’s home; Report to Governor and Board,
   October 21, 1920, List of Teachers and Offices 1920-1921 with salaries; Similar
   list with titles
3) Palmer Correspondence (Applications for Positions) 1920-1921, D-K
   As labeled
4) Palmer Correspondence (Applications for Positions) 1920-1921, L-Z
   As labeled; one photograph of applicant
5) Palmer (Personal) A-Z 1921-1923 (1 of 2)
   Much correspondence related to property in Union Springs; 4 empty checkbooks
   with stubs, Merchants and Farmers Bank of Union Springs
6) Palmer (Personal) A-Z 1921-1923 (2 of)
   Same as above
7) A.E.A. 1921 (Palmer, AEA President) A-H
   Correspondence to and from Palmer in his capacity as President of AEA
8) A.E.A. 1921 (Palmer, AEA President) I-M
   Same as above
9) A.E.A. 1921 (Palmer, AEA President) N-Z (letter from Partlow re: Ed. Of feebleminded)
   Invitation to Dr. Partlow to attend meeting of AEA executive committee and his
   reply
10) Palmer 1921 (1 of 2)
   Correspondence to and from Palmer – prospective and current students; two
copies of commencement program, July 8, 1921 – “Second Graduating Exercises”
11) Palmer 1921 (2 of 2)
   Same as above
12) Board of Trustees 1924-1925
   Reports of Montevallo Equipment Fund Campaign; Resolution Oct. 11, 1924
   allocating $100,000 donation from Erskine Ramsay to construction of dormitory
to be named Janet Erskine Ramsay Hall and remaining funds applied to
construction of President’s home, both using plans designed by Warren Knight
and Davis architects; Report to board from Palmer, September 16, 1924 including
comments on campaign
13) AEA 1921 A-B [Some not alphabetical]
   Correspondence to and from Palmer in his capacity as President of AEA; copy of
1920 Annual Meeting Program
14) AEA 1921 C-G
   Same as above; copy of 1921 Annual Meeting Program
1) Wills, Bills, Receipts, etc. 1921-1928
   As labeled
2) Wills, Bills, Receipts, etc. 1921-1935 M-Z
   As labeled
3) Palmer – Applications for positions, 1921-1922 A-L
   Letters to Palmer applying for positions with his responses, letters of
   recommendations, credentials, files from various teacher agencies, two
   photographs of applicants
4) Palmer – Applications, etc. 1921-1922
   Same as above; two photographs of applicants
5) Palmer (AEA) 1921-1922
   Correspondence to and from Palmer in his capacity of President of the Alabama
   Education Association; Bulletin of Alabama Teachers Association, 1920-1921
   [Black Teacher organization]
6) Palmer AEA continued
   Same as above
7) AEA 1922 A-G Palmer
   Same as above
8) AEA 1922 H-Z Palmer
   Same as above
9) Applications for Positions 1922 M-Z
   As labeled; correspondence with Eloise Meroney
10) Summer School 1922 General A-C
    Report on Summer School Activities, Correspondence with Principals;
    Promotional Materials
11) Summer School 1922, D-L
    Same as above
12) Summer School 1922, M-P, Correspondence
    Same as above
13) Summer School 1922 Q-Z
   Same as above
14) Palmer – Trustees 1922
   Handwritten minutes of Board of Trustees October 26, 1922 with accompanying resolutions regarding converting to a four year college the President’s home, changing the name of the institution; Treasurer’s Report; President’s Report addressing conversion to a four-year college, motion re-electing Palmer as president and O.C. Carmichael as Dean
15) Wills 1922
   Correspondence to and from E.H. Wills, invoices, Receipts
Palmer Box 41 (1922-1924) RG 01.03.41 (Finding Aide 1 of 2)
Presidential Papers; Carmichael Correspondence, 1922-1923; Home Economics Expense Accounts, 1924

1) Carmichael correspondence, A-F, 1922-1923
   Personal and institutional correspondence, primarily to and from O.C. Carmichael, Dean

2) Carmichael Correspondence, G-P, 1922-1923
   Same as above

3) Carmichael Correspondence, R-Z, 1922-193
   Same as above

4) Carmichael Correspondence, A-D, 1923
   Same as above; extensive correspondence related to Summer School

5) Carmichael Correspondence, E-H, 1923
   Same as above, Summer School

6) Carmichael Correspondence, I-O, 1923
   Same as above, Summer School

7) Carmichael Correspondence, P-Z, 1923
   Same as above, Summer School

8) Carmichael Correspondence, A-Z 1923-1924
   Same as above

9) Carmichael, Newsletter Drafts 1922
   As labeled, including “The Status of the Montevallo College advocating transforming the school into a four-year college” – several drafts; other similar drafts

10) Carmichael Correspondence, Misc. 1922-1923
    As labeled

11) Carmichael Correspondence, Alabama Writers Conclave, 1923
    Related to conclave held on campus August 20-24, 1923

12) Carmichael Correspondence, Basketball Tournament, 1923
    Related to Tournament including girls teams from across the state.

RG 01.03.41(Finding Aide 2 of 2)

13) Home Economics, Vocational, Expense Accounts, 1924 (1 of 2)
    Vouchers and related documents

14) Home Economics, Vocational, Expense Accounts, 1924 (2 of 2)
    Same as above

15) Home Economics, Vocational, Expense Accounts, 1923-1924
    Same as above